Supporting the development
of plant operators’
competence

Plan and follow-up
operators’ professional
development by digitizing
and centralizing in a single
training environment all new
and old learning material

Fine Chemicals
multi-product
batch producing
plant

Challenge
Client needed a unified learning
platform that could standardize not
only the working procedures for every
product and every batch, but the way
operators would learn how to apply
them in their daily activities

Solution
Inprocess customized ICOM to client
specific needs:
· Users accessed the platform through
their corporate ID
· Existing training content, from different
origins, was converted to digital format
and homogenized
· New audiovisual content was developed
· Training about generic unit operations
(ITOP) was included
· Emulated high-fidelity OTS was included

Manage operators’
professional
development from a
centralized training
environment

Benefits
· Operating procedures were
homogenized among shifts
· Management and HR could take
control of operators’ professional
development paths
· Senior personnel know-how was
encapsulated into a modern
learning tool

The Challenge in context
· Client owns a multi-product
batch plant, producing chemical
specialties in the vicinity of
Barcelona (Catalunya, Spain).
· For its kind of business and the
wide range of products offered,
the plant works in a constantly
changing environment, thus,
procedures are constantly
updated, modified, improved,
due to day-to-day experience,

modifications of environmental
laws, changes in formulation of
products, etc. It is difficult to
keep track of all of it and keep
it in a single location available for
all the staff without a tool that can
organize and track the “state of
the art” procedures and guidelines
for each product and procedure.
· Key senior personnel, owners
of valuable know-how, was

close to retire. A new bunch of
millennial operators were recently
hired. Client wanted to take
ownership and to encapsulate
the existing knowledge and
know-how of such senior
personnel in a corporate learning
environment.
· Their existing training material
was from different origins,
periods, languages, depth.

· HR department, by corporate
mandate, needed a unified learning
platform that could standardize
not only the working procedures,
for every product and every batch,
but the way operators would learn
how to apply them in their daily
activities. The tool should also
serve HR to keep track of each
operator learning curve, degree of
experience and development inside
the company.

The Challenge
in context (2)
· At client’s producing lines most
of the operating procedures are
semiautomatic, so frequently,
the operator simply confirms or
accepts the different check points
that the procedure establishes
but does not have a clear
understanding of the reason
behind. This is translated into lack
of knowledge on how to proceed
when problems arise, slow
reaction in front of non expected
situations in plant, less efficiency
in procedures (more time spent

to perform the same task),
difficulty to improve/innovate
or gather relevant information from
Operations to top management…
· They have also some undesired
variability in the manners
of producing their products
(depending on the shift leader
who is in charge, the production
priorities, the environmental
conditions…), so this training
environment should serve also
to set the basis for the best
corporate practices.

ICOM: The Inprocess
Implementation
Inprocess customized ICOM to
client’s needs:
· Users accessed their itinerary
in the platform with their
corporate ID: the system would
immediately recognize their
seniority level, their skills gap,
their past learning experience,
and it would propose a predefined
training itinerary, with specific
content and tests.
· Customizable tests: Multiple
choice, open-ended, quizzes, are
among the possibilities to create
an exam or test. Passing a test,
related to the training content,
should allow user to access higher
level content, and to evolve in
the learning itinerary. Examination
results were sent to existing
corporate LMS
· Homogeneous training content:
Inprocess’ Training team helped
HR to create a consistent set of
training material, starting from the
previously existing content, that

came from different origins (English,
Spanish, Catalan, MS Word, pdf,
slides, SAP recipes, etc.) and levels
(for juniors, seniors, etc.)
· New audiovisual content
development: Inprocess went
on-site to video capture current
operating procedures in order to
create new training material to
be incorporated to the learning
platform, either in video format or
as fixed images. Other than that,
Inprocess also developed animated
presentations to create additional
video content
· Inprocess’ ITOP content (unit
operations fundamentals learnt by
running exercises based on generic
dynamic simulation models) was
incorporated to the platform as
generic training material
· An Emulated Operator Training
Simulator, for control room
operators training, was developed
by Inprocess and incorporated to the
platform as specific training content.

Summary
Inprocess’ ICOM has demonstrated at client site to be a flexible and
user-friendly tool that, once implemented, allows the user, not only to
manage and run the tool, but to use it to further develop the training
itineraries, to expand the documentation and files used for training and to
take ownership of the platform to tackle the specific daily needs that HR
department and Operations management may have.

Inprocess
Inprocess is a leading services
and consulting company that
supports its clients with results
from process simulation in an
effort to help them achieve safer,
more reliable and more profitable
industrial operations. Our services
and products provide guidance to
the design and the operation of
highly complex hydrocarbon and
chemical processing plants where it
is critically important for operations

to reach and remain at optimum
values. Inprocess’ independence
of any specific technology provider
facilitates our ability to exceed
customer expectations as we are
free to combine results from any
piece of software available in the
market. Our added expertise in
software development helps to
fill the functionality gaps when
commercial products do not meet
all our customer’s requirements.

Inprocess’ passion for knowledge
transfer has contributed to the
acquisition of skills by our clients,
delivering high returns in their
investments, in both current and
future projects.
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